THROUGH BOLT FIXING CENTRE DIMENSIONS

Turnstyle lever on rose sets are supplied with bolt through fixings to provide a secure fixing method (with the exception of the classic rose). As standard, lever handles are configured for horizontal and vertical bolt thru configurations. Scandinavian configuration can also be supplied but this must be specified at time of order. Euro profile cylinder escutcheons are also designed to be fitted with through bolts (horizontal configuration).

PASSAGE LEVER HANDLE SETS *

* The following lever handles have 41mm bolt through centres when mounted on 52mm Round (06) or Scalloped (08) roses:

- **Ski**  Recess Leather / Recess Shell / Solid / Solid Hammered
- **Square**  Recess Leather / Solid / Solid Hammered
- **Large Barrel**  Recess Leather
- **Bridge**  Solid / Solid Hammered

PUSH BUTTON PRIVACY LEVER HANDLE SETS

EURO PROFILE CYLINDER ESCUTCHEONS